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Abstract The absorption of short-chain fatty acids (SCFA)

from the rumen requires efficient mechanisms for both

apical uptake and basolateral extrusion. Previous studies

suggest that the rumen expresses a basolateral chloride

conductance that might be permeable to SCFA. In order to

characterize this conductance in more detail, isolated cultured

ruminal epithelial cells were studied with the patch-clamp

technique, revealing a whole-cell conductance with p(Cl−)≈

p(NO3
−)>p(HCO3

−)>p(acetate−)>p(gluconate−). Currents

could be blocked by diisothiocyanato-stilbene-2,2′-disulfonic

acid (1 mmol l−1>100 μmol l−1), 5-nitro-2-(3-phenylpropyl-

amino)benzoic acid (50 μmol l−1), niflumic acid (100 μmol

l−1), and p-chloromercuribenzoate (1 mmol l−1). Single-

channel conductance was 350±7 pS for chloride and 142±

7 pS for acetate. Open probability could be fitted with a three-

state gating model. We propose a role for this channel in

mediating the permeation of chloride, bicarbonate, and acetate

across the basolateral membrane of the ruminal epithelium.
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Introduction

Microbial breakdown of carbohydrates leads to accumula-

tion of short-chain fatty acids (SCFA) in the gut of man and

animals, reaching levels of 100 to 180 mmol kg−1 in the

colon of monogastric mammals [1–3], with similar values

of 60–150 mmol l−1 having been measured in the rumen of

cows and sheep [4]. Despite the importance of an effective

absorption of these energy-rich substrates from the gut in

the interest of nutrition and intestinal health, our knowledge

of the mechanisms of transcellular absorption continues to

be incomplete [3]. In particular, we know little about the

mechanisms of basolateral extrusion [3, 5].

Attributable undoubtedly in part to its tightness and

availability, the rumen was the first tissue in which the

transcellular transport of SCFA was investigated [3, 6, 7].

The importance of the undisturbed metabolism of SCFA for

the health and performance of ruminants can hardly be over-

estimated, with their production in cattle reaching more than

100 mol/day and accounting for more than 75% of the total

metabolizable energy in these animals [5, 8, 9]. Most of the

SCFA are absorbed by the ruminal epithelium [10–12], and

although a large fraction of butyrate is metabolized intra-

cellularly [4, 13–15], both in vivo [14–16] and in vitro studies

[17–21] have demonstrated that considerable amounts of ace-

tate and propionate cross the basolateral membrane of the

rumen in an unmetabolized state.

Cell homeostasis demands that transcellular SCFA transport

must be accomplished in a manner that maintains intracellular

pH and cellular volume. In light of the high levels of SCFA that

are found physiologically in the rumen, with concentrations of

acetate alone reaching values of over 70 mmol l−1 [4], a simple

epithelial model with efflux via lipid diffusion cannot meet

these requirements ([22, 23] and Appendix). Conversely,

monocarboxylate transporters can mediate the efflux of sizable

amounts of SCFA at neutral values of cytosolic pH because of

their ability to bind protons, and recent studies support a role

for monocarboxylate transporter 1 (MCT1) in the basolateral

efflux of monocarboxilic acids from the rumen [21, 24, 25].
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However, since the transporter is electroneutral, the driving

force for efflux relies exclusively on the accumulation of

SCFA within the cytosol, suggesting that additional pathways

are necessary.

From a teleological point of view, the utilization of the

considerable blood-side positive electrical gradient for the

extrusion of the SCFA anion via an electrogenic pathway

appears an efficient and workable alternative that would

greatly enhance the ability of the ruminal epithelium to

transport SCFA without endangering cellular pH regulation

and volume control. In the light of mounting evidence

supporting the existence of a basolateral chloride conductance

in the rumen [26–28], we wanted to know whether isolated

ruminal epithelial cells express anion channels permeable to

acetate. Our data demonstrate a large anion channel of 350±

9 pS in symmetrical 130 mmol l−1 chloride solution, with

relatively smaller but still sizable conductances for HCO3
−

(220±17 pS) and acetate− (142±7 pS). We propose a role for

this channel in mediating the basolateral extrusion of acetate.

Depending on the electrochemical gradients present, this

channel could also serve as a pathway for the basolateral

permeation of chloride and HCO3
−.

Materials and methods

Preparation of cells

The rumen was removed immediately after slaughter of the

sheep, and isolation of cells was performed according to

established methods by fractional trypsinization [29, 30].

After about 1 week in culture [at 37°C and 5% CO2 in

Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium supplemented with

non-essential amino acids, sodium pyruvate, and 10% fetal

bovine serum (Biochrom)], cells were reseeded onto glass

coverslips and cultured for another 2–4 days before being

used in experiments. Only single cells with no attachments

to other cells were used for patch-clamping. Left-over cells

were reseeded. After a maximum of three passages, cells

were discarded.

Electrophysiological measurements

All patch-clamp experiments were performed essentially as

in previous studies [26, 27, 31]. Pipettes were pulled with a

DMZ-Universal-Puller (Zeitz-Instruments, Munich, Ger-

many) using borosilicate glass capillaries (Harvard Appa-

ratus, Holliston, MA, USA). Currents between the patch

pipette and an electrode placed in the perfusion chamber

were recorded using an EPC 9 patch-clamp amplifier

(HEKA Elektronic, Lambrecht, Germany). Pulse genera-

tion, data collection, and analysis were performed with

commercially available software (TIDA for Windows,

HEKA Elektronic, Lambrecht, Germany) and filtered with

a 2.9-kHz Bessel filter. Records were corrected for

capacitance via TIDA software. Positive ions flowing into

the pipette correspond to a negative current and are

depicted in the figures as going downward. Conversely,

negative ions flowing from the bath across the cell

membrane into the pipette generate a current that is

depicted as going upward in the figures.

Two types of pulse protocols were applied. Conventional

voltage pulse protocols were used that recorded data at a

sampling rate of 5 kHz (“pulse protocol I”, Fig. 1). Voltage

was increased from −120 to 100 mV in steps of 10 mV,

returning to a holding potential of −40 mV between each

step. Alternately, current responses were recorded at 100 Hz

by using a protocol that generated steps of 200-ms duration

to voltages between −120 and 100 mV in 20-mV steps,

returning to a holding potential of −40 mV for 200 ms

between each step (“pulse protocol II”, Fig. 2). This

protocol was repeated continuously to allow the monitoring

of current responses of the cells to changes in external

solution. For single-channel experiments, data were sam-

pled at 10 kHz and filtered with a 250-Hz lowpass Bessel

filter after recording.

In all experiments, cells were allowed to equilibrate for

at least 3 min after the whole-cell configuration had been

achieved. During this time, voltages were clamped in

alteration with the pulse protocols I and II, and the current

was monitored. Cells that did not reach stable current levels

during this equilibration period were discarded. If the

current–voltage relationship was linear with no signs of

channel activation/inactivation and a reversal potential of

0 mV was measured, the seal was judged to be ruptured,

and the measurement was discontinued.

Perfusion of the bath chamber

All perfusion solutions were warmed to 37°C immediately

before infusion into the 200 μl perfusion chamber via a

perfusion cannula (PH01, multichannel systems, Reutlin-

gen, Germany) connected to a temperature controller

(TC01/2, multichannel systems, Reutlingen Germany).

The solutions were applied via two separate but identical

pumps (MS/CA4/840, Ismatec, Glattbrugg-Zürich, Switzer-

land), both of which were equipped with four parallel lanes

of high-precision Tygon tubing (Ismatec) to ensure identical

flow rates (4 ml min−1). All eight lanes ended in a milli-

manifold (ALA Scientific Instruments, Westbury, NY,

USA) attached to the heating cannula (PH01) and leading

into the perfusion chamber. Solution from lanes not in

immediate use for cell perfusion were recirculated into the

storage containers (50 ml syringes, Heiland, Germany) via

eight separate three-lane valves, ensuring constant mixing

and constant pressure in all parts of the system at all times
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and preventing backflow of the solution being tested into

other parts of the system via the manifold.

Solutions and chemicals

For whole-cell experiments, the pipette solution designated

as “K-gluconate solution” contained (in millimoles per

liter): 123 K-gluconate, 10 NaCl, 10 Hepes, 1 KH2PO4, 0.8

CaCl2, 0.9 MgCl2, 5 EGTA, adjusted to pH 7.2 with Tris.

Extracellular NaCl solution contained (millimoles per liter):

130 NaCl, 1 NaH2PO4, 5 KCl, 10 Hepes, 1.7 CaCl2, 0.9

MgCl2. The NaCl of this basic recipe was substituted by

either KCl, Na-gluconate, or K-gluconate to give the

solutions designated by these ions and adjusted to 290 mos-

mol l−1 with the dominant salt. Unless indicated otherwise,

the pH was adjusted to 7.4 with Tris. All other experiments

(i.e., whole-cell experiments with Na-gluconate pipette

solution and the single-channel experiments) were per-

formed with solutions that contained 138 mmol l−1 Na+ or

130 mmol l−1 NMDG (+8 mmol l−1 Na+) as indicated,

130 mmol l−1 of the anion as indicated, and 0.9 Mg2+, 1.7

Ca2+, 5 mmol l−1 K+, 1 mmol l−1 H2PO4
−, 18.2 mmol l−1

Cl−, and 10 mmol l−1 Hepes. Solutions for use on the

intracellular side of the cell membrane were buffered with

5 mmol l−1 EGTA, and the pH was adjusted to 7.2 with

Tris. Unless indicated otherwise, solutions for use on the

extracellular side of the membrane were adjusted to pH 7.4

(Tris); subsequently, the osmolarity was raised to the (mea-

sured) level of the intracellular solution with mannitol.

Solutions were frozen in small aliquots (50 or 100 ml) to

allow rapid thawing at 37°C when needed. The pH of the

experimental solutions wasmonitored immediately before use.

All chemicals for making these solutions were obtained

from Carl Roth GmbH (Karlsruhe, Germany) or Sigma

Aldrich (St. Louis, MO, USA). To ensure constant concen-

trations of calcium and magnesium, appropriate amounts of a

commercially produced 1 mol l−1 standard solution were

added (Fluka, Switzerland). Commercially unavailable salts

such as NMDG-gluconate or NMDG-acetate were produced

by titrating N-methyl-D-glucamine (Fluka) with gluconic

acid (Sigma Aldrich) or acetic acid (Fluka) to a pH of 7.

All blockers used in the study were obtained from Sigma

Aldrich or Fluka. Solutions containing blockers were pro-

tected from light throughout. Diisothiocyanato-stilbene-2,2′-

disulfonic acid (DIDS) was directly and slowly added to the

prewarmed stirred solutions (37°C). Stock solutions of

niflumic acid, flufenamic acid, or 5-nitro-2-(3-phenylpropyl-

amino) benzoic acid were prepared by dissolving appropriate

amounts of the substances in dimethyl sulphoxide (DMSO).

These stock solutions were stored at −20°C and added to the

prewarmed test solution at a ratio of 1:1,000 to yield the

concentrations indicated.

The mercurial derivative p-chloromercuribenzoate was

difficult to dissolve, both directly in aqueous solutions and

Fig. 1 Whole-cell currents of

two individual ruminal epithelial

cells filled with K-gluconate

solution. a Original trace of cell

showing outwardly rectifying

conductances in NaCl solution.

b Same cell in KCl solution,

showing increase in inward and

outward current level. c Wash-

out of KCl by NaCl solution

(same cell). d and e Original

traces of another cell, showing

current that is reduced by re-

placement of chloride with glu-

conate. f Difference current

(trace d minus trace e)
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in DMSO. In NaCl Ringer, the direct addition of p-

chloromercuribenzoate resulted in a milky deposit, which

was removed from the solution by filtration prior to

experiments. However, when the powder was slowly

sprinkled into prewarmed Na-acetate solution under con-

tinuous stirring, no visible precipitate formed, and the

solution was used without prior filtration.

Analysis of the data

To compare whole-cell data from the different cells with

each other, currents were normalized to capacitance as

measured with TIDA software. Alternately, currents were

allowed to stabilize in NaCl solution as indicated above.

The current level at 100-mV pipette potential was then

assigned a value of 100%. All other currents were

expressed as a percentage of this value obtained at the

beginning of the experiment. Reversal potentials were

estimated by linear regression between the current values

at just above and just below the zero level for each cell and

corrected for liquid junction potential according to estab-

lished methods [32].

Data were tested by using the Kolmogorov–Smirnov test

for normality (SigmaStat 3.0). All data drawn from a

normally distributed collective were tested for significance

by using the paired or unpaired Student’s t test and standard

software (SigmaStat 3.0). Data that were not normally

distributed were tested by using the Wilcoxon Signed Rank

Test (Sigmastat 3.0). Statistical comparison between mul-

tiple groups was made by using one-way repeated measures

ANOVA and the Holm–Sidak method for multiple pair-

wise comparisons (SigmaStat 3.0). Curves were fitted with

SigmaPlot 8.0.

Evaluation of single-channel data

Assuming independence, single-channel conductances were

fitted by using the current–voltage formulation of the

Goldman–Hodgkin–Katz equation for three anions (chlo-

ride, acetate, and gluconate) [33]:

I ¼ E � F2 R � Tð Þ PCl Cl½ �o þ PGl½Gl�o þ PAc½Ac�o�
�

PCl Cl½ �i þ PGl Gl½ �i þ PAc½Ac�i
� �

* exp �E � F R � Tð Þ= Þð Þ 1� exp �E � F R � Tð Þ= Þð Þð=
�

ð1Þ

Fig. 2 Whole-cell currents of

individual ruminal epithelial

cells filled with K-gluconate

solution and superfused with

NaCl solution or as indicated by

the bars. a Response of single

cell showing rapid responses

when bath solution was changed

from NaCl to Na-gluconate or

Na-acetate. b Different cell

showing gradual induction of

current in response to Na-ace-

tate, part of which depends on

the presence of chloride. c

Original trace showing

responses to KCl, K-gluconate,

and K-acetate solution. Note the

increase in inward current in

response to the acetate-contain-

ing solution, suggesting induc-

tion of K-currents. Note also the

prolonged washout phase
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In this equation, E designates the potential (calculated

from the pipette potential by correcting for liquid junction

potential [32]), R the gas constant, T the temperature, and F

the Faraday constant. Px designates the permeability for

substance X; [X]i and [X]o are the concentrations of the

substance X inside and outside of the pipette. In symmet-

rical chloride solution with just one anion ([Cl]i=[Cl]o,

[Gl]i=[Gl]o=0), this equation can be simplified to:

I ¼ E � F2 R � Tð Þ � PCl Cl½ �:
�

ð2Þ

Using Eq. 2, the values for P resulting from the fit of

currents in asymmetrical solutions were used to predict the

conductance C in symmetrical 130 mmol l−1 solution at a

given concentration of the anion ([Cl]), provided that the

interaction of different anions in the pore was marginal:

CCl ¼ I E ¼ F2 R � Tð Þ � PCl � Cl½ �:
��

ð3Þ

Gating model

A modification of classical gating theory was developed in

order to explain the voltage dependence of open proba-

bility. In the model, a charged particle with gating charge

n lies within the channel pore. At 0 mV, the channel is

open. When a negative voltage is applied, the charged

gating particle moves along the field until it obstructs one

end of the pore and the channel is closed, thus changing

from state Po to P1c. When a positive voltage is applied,

the gate will move in the opposite direction until it

obstructs the pore at the other end, and the channel is in a

second closed state P2c. If the charge moves along a

fraction α of the total length of the pore in order to move

from state Po to P1c, the energy difference between these

two states will be given by a voltage-independent term

w and a voltage-dependent term a � n � E � qe kb � T= , where

E is the potential across the entire membrane, qe is the

elementary charge, kb is the Boltzmann constant, and T is

the temperature [33]. According to Boltzmann theory, the

relative probability of finding the particle in states Po and

P1c is given by Po=P1c ¼ exp w� α � n � E � qe= kb � Tð Þð ÞPo=.

B y a n a l o g y, Po=P2c ¼ exp vþ β � n � E � qe= kb � Tð Þð Þ
(where v is voltage independent, and β designates the

fractional distance between Po to P2c). The probability that

the channel is open will thus be given by

Po= P1c þ Po þ P2cð Þ ¼ 1= exp � w� α � n � E � qe= kb � Tð Þð Þð Þ þ 1þ exp � vþ β � n � E � qe= kb � Tð Þð Þð Þ½ �: ð4Þ

Results

Whole-cell experiments on cells filled with K-gluconate:

Replacement of external sodium by potassium

In a first series of experiments, cells were filled with the

K-gluconate pipette solution (see “Materials and methods”)

and superfused with NaCl bath solution, thereby resembling

physiological conditions. When the pipette potential was

clamped to −120 mV, the cells had a mean inward current

of −7.6±0.8 pA/pF (n=49). At a pipette potential of

100 mV, a current of 18±2 pA/pF (n=49) could be

measured. The reversal potential (corrected for liquid

junction potential) was −30±2 mV (n=49). Replacement

of external Na+ with K+ resulted in an increase in inward

current at −120 mV to −22±4 pA/pF (n=23, p<0.001,

extracellular NaCl versus extracellular KCl), confirming

previous data suggesting that ruminal epithelial cells

express a potassium conductance [26] (for a representative

original recording from one cell, see Fig. 1a, b, c). Relative

to the level in NaCl solution (100%), the outward current at

100 mV increased to 130±13% (n=23, p<0.01), suggesting

an increase in potassium conductance by exposure to

potassium [26]. Elevation of the external potassium

concentration changed the reversal potential to −10.9±

2.6 mV (n=23, p<0.001). The negative reversal potential

suggested a contribution of chloride to total reversal

potential.

Replacement of external chloride by gluconate

In agreement with this, replacement of 130 mmol l−1 of

NaCl by an equimolar concentration of Na-gluconate

resulted in a depolarization of the reversal potential to

−19±5 mV (p<0.01, n=23; for an original recording of one

cell, see Fig. 1d, e, f). Following exposure to external K-

gluconate solution, cells depolarized completely (to 0.9±

0.7 mV, n=23, p<0.001 versus NaCl).

Replacement of external gluconate by acetate

In order to test the permeability of the cells for acetate, Na-

gluconate was replaced by 130 mmol l−1 Na-acetate in the
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external solution, resulting in a strong hyperpolarization of

the cells to −36±6 mV (p<0.01, n=18, Na-gluconate

versus Na-acetate; for an original trace, see Fig. 2a). This

hyperpolarization may reflect either an influx of the acetate

anion or an increase in the efflux of potassium from the

K-gluconate-filled interior.

In addition to the hyperpolarization observed, acetate-

induced variable increases in the current not just at a

positive pipette potential (reflecting either an influx of

acetate or an efflux of potassium) but also at negative

potential levels (reflecting an influx of sodium or an

efflux of gluconate; Fig. 2b). To simplify the interpretation

of the results, additional experiments were conducted with

solutions in which external Na+ was replaced by external

K+ (Fig. 2c). In this situation and given the low

permeability of the membrane for gluconate [26, 34], the

current at −120 mV should represent the influx of

potassium.

Experiments showed that the inward current in K-acetate

solution was significantly higher than in KCl solution (−42±

13 pA/pF, n=19 versus −22±5 pA/pF, n=16, p (unpaired)<

0.001) or in K-gluconate solution (−23±7 pA/pF, p=0.001

versus K-acetate; Fig. 2c). The reversal potential in K-acetate

solution (−1.3±1 mV) was comparable with that in K-

gluconate solution (1±0.8 mV, p=0.6). These data suggest

that the acetate stimulated the potassium conductance of the

cells. Any difference in the conductance for acetate versus

gluconate was masked by the high potassium conductance of

the cell.

Whole-cell experiments on cells filled with Na-gluconate

solution

Replacement of external chloride by gluconate

To eliminate the potassium conductance, cells were filled

with the Na-gluconate pipette solution (as described in the

“Materials and methods” section). In the NaCl bath

solution, the reversal potential and currents at positive and

negative potential were not significantly different from cells

filled with K-gluconate solution. This is in agreement with

previous results that suggest that the potassium conduc-

tance of ruminal epithelial cells is low in NaCl solution and

only rises with exposure to extracellular potassium [26]. In

cells filled with Na-gluconate, replacement of chloride with

gluconate depolarized the reversal potential from −32±1 to

2.9±1 mV (n=40, p<0.001), with a return to − 30±1 mV

upon the re-addition of NaCl solution (Fig. 6b). Current at

100 mV dropped from 55±7 (NaCl) to 21±6 pA/pF (Na-

gluconate; n=40, p<0.001), returning to 59±9 pA/pF upon

the re-addition of chloride (Fig. 3a, b, e, and f). In relative

terms, this represents a drop from 100% (NaCl) to 36±9%

(Na-gluconate; Fig. 6a). The permeability ratio of gluconate

to chloride as calculated from the ratio of the reversal potentials

Na-gluconate
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Fig. 3 Whole-cell currents of

individual ruminal epithelial

cells filled with Na-gluconate

solution and superfused with

NaCl solution or as indicated by

the bars. a, b, c The same cell

exposed to NaCl, Na-gluconate,

and NaHCO3 solutions, respec-

tively. d Same cell as a, b, and c

but exposed to DIDS (1 mmol

l−1) in NaCl solution. The cur-

rent level returned to the original

level after washout (data not

shown). e Original trace of

another cell showing the con-

centration-dependent block of

outward current by DIDS. f In

this particular cell, application

of NaHCO3 induced a reversible

stimulation of inward current
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(see “Materials and methods”) was p(glu−)/p(Cl−)=0.29±0.02

(n=40). Conversely, the effects of replacing chloride with

gluconate on the current at a pipette potential of −120 mV

were not significant (n=40).

Replacement of external chloride by bicarbonate

At 100 mV, the replacement of external NaCl by NaHCO3

(pH 7.4) reduced the current to 61±7% of the current level

in NaCl solution (n=7, p<0.01; Figs. 3c and e and Fig. 6).

The reversal potential of cells bathed in NaHCO3 solution

was −21±2 mV (n=7). This value lies between that

observed in NaCl solution (p<0.01) and that in Na-

gluconate solution (p<0.01), suggesting that the conduc-

tance for HCO3
− lies between the conductance for Cl− and

gluconate−. An enhancing effect of HCO3
− on the inward

current (at −120 mV) could sometimes be observed in

individual cells (Fig. 3f). However, with regard to all cells

tested, changes in the inward current level did not pass tests

for significance. The permeability ratio of HCO3
− to Cl−

was p(HCO3
−)/p(Cl−)=0.73±0.05 (n=7).

Replacement of external chloride by nitrate

To test the conductance of the channel for nitrate, 130mmol l−1

NaCl were replaced by an equimolar amount of NaNO3 in

the external solution. The reversal potential (−34±4 mV, n=

10, p=0.3) and currents at positive and negative pipette

potentials were not significantly influenced by this maneuver

(Figs. 4f and 6). These results suggested that the conductan-

ces for chloride and nitrate were similar. To test for any

blocking effects of nitrate on chloride conductance, 10 mmol

l−1 nitrate was used to replace 10 mmol l−1 chloride; again,

no significant effects were seen (n=4).

Replacement of external chloride or gluconate by acetate

The replacement of external NaCl solution by Na-acetate

solution depolarized the cells to −15±1 mV (n=29, p<

0.001), suggesting that the conductance of the cells for

acetate was considerably smaller than that for chloride.

Conversely, when cells were first superfused with Na-

gluconate solution and subsequently by Na-acetate, cells

were reversibly hyperpolarized (n=28, p<0.001), suggest-

ing that the conductance of the cells for acetate was greater

than the conductance for gluconate (Figs. 4, 5, and 6). Of

note, sodium was in equilibrium across the cell membrane

in these experiments so that induction of sodium currents

could not have contributed to the lowering of the reversal

potential by superfusion with acetate. The permeability

ratio of acetate to chloride was p(acetate−)/p(Cl−)=0.53±

0.03 (n=28). This value was significantly higher than the

permeability p(glu−)/p(Cl−) of 0.28±0.03 (n=28) seen in

this group of acetate-treated cells (p<0.001).
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Fig. 4 Whole-cell recordings

from one ruminal epithelial cell

filled with Na-gluconate solu-

tion and consecutively super-

fused with different bath

solutions in the order of a to

h. a, b, c Currents in NaCl,

Na-gluconate, and Na-acetate

solution, respectively. d Effect

of DIDS (1 mmol l−1) on cur-

rents in Na-acetate solution.

e Currents after washout of

DIDS. f NaNO3 solution. g

NaCl solution. Note the increase

in outward current amplitude

relative to trace in a. h Applica-

tion of Na-acetate solution ad-

justed to a pH of 6.4, showing

the stimulation of an inward

current. Cell capacitance (in

picofarad) was measured imme-

diately before each recording

and is indicated in the figures
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Figure 4 shows the current responses from a typical cell.

Current at 100 mV dropped when chloride was replaced by

gluconate (Fig. 4b) and rose when gluconate was replaced

by acetate (Fig. 4c). The current could be blocked by DIDS

(Fig. 4d). Current level tended to rise with continued

exposure to acetate (Fig. 4e), suggesting an increase in the

conductance of the cell for anions and/or cations (Fig. 4f

and g).

However, inspection of individual currents showed

extensive variability. Figure 5a shows the trace of a cell

exhibiting no sign of an induction of conductance by

acetate. Current levels responded promptly and without a

notable time delay to the changes in the composition of the

applied bath solution. Conversely, Fig. 5b and c show

traces of cells displaying an extremely pronounced increase

in current amplitude over the time of exposure to acetate-

containing solution.

These acetate-induced currents were partially sensitive to

DIDS, to the removal of chloride, and to application of p-

chloromercuribenzoate (Fig. 5b and c) and decayed slowly

with time after a return to the original NaCl solution

(Fig. 5c). These results suggest that, following exposure to

acetate, both the efflux of Na from the cell and the influx of

chloride and sodium from the bath into the cell are higher

than at the beginning of the experiment. Because of the

great variability, changes in currents did not pass tests for

significance (Fig. 6a).

Effect of acetate on cell capacitance

To check for the possibility that swelling of the cells

occurred during acetate exposure, cell capacitance was

measured after each change in solution. Although small

increases in capacitance could be observed in individual

cells (compare Fig. 4), in other cells, acetate decreased

capacitance. Statistically, the mean capacitance in NaCl

solution at the beginning of the experiment was 39±4 pF

(n=14) and did not change significantly following exposure

to acetate. It appears possible that the patch pipettes [access

resistance: 13.6±0.8 MΩ (n=14)] were wide enough to

allow reflux into the pipettes, thus preventing cell swelling

in the majority of the cells. However, no correlation was

seen between access resistance, cell capacitance, and the

change in capacitance following exposure to acetate.
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Fig. 5 Whole-cell currents of

individual ruminal epithelial

cells filled with Na-gluconate

solution and exposed to

Na-acetate solution. a At

100 mV, current level was

highest in NaCl solution, lowest

in Na-gluconate solution, and

medium in Na-acetate solution.

The trace shows a cell with

stable conductance levels and in

which the effects of acetate did

not depend on external pH. b

Cell showing very pronounced

induction of current following

exposure to acetate. The induced

current could be blocked by

DIDS (1 mmol l−1). Current

level eventually returned to ini-

tial values after a return to NaCl

solution. c Trace showing the

induction of a DIDS-sensitive

current by exposure to acetate.

The current was also sensitive to

p-chloromercuribenzoate

(1 mmol l−1) and to removal of

chloride. (Unless indicated oth-

erwise, the cells were superfused

with NaCl solution)
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Likewise, no clear correlation between the induction of

current, cell capacitance, and access resistance could be

demonstrated. In light of the finding that a change in the

osmolarity of the bath solution can also lead to the

induction of currents in ruminal epithelial cells or to cell

rupture (data not shown), acetate-induced currents may be

caused by moderate swelling of the cells. Alternately, they

may serve to prevent such swelling in native cells. Further

evidence is necessary to clarify the situation.

Effect of pH on acetate-induced currents

In an attempt to investigate whether the acetate-induced

currents were related to cell swelling and/or changes in

cytosolic pH, the pH of the superfusing solution was

changed to 6.4 in some experiments. This should increase

the percentage of acetate in the undissociated lipophilic

form and thus increase the influx of acetate into the cells.

As in a previous study [26], no effect could be seen when

the pH of a Na-gluconate bath solution was switched from

7.4 to 6.4 (n=3; Fig. 5a). In seven cells, the same maneuver

was performed in Na-acetate solution. The inward current

at a negative pipette potential could be seen to rise

transiently in a number of cells (Fig. 4h), suggesting an

increase in the influx of sodium into the cells. However,

other cells did not respond in this manner (Fig. 5a). Overall,

the currents in solutions with a pH of 6.4 did not differ

significantly from those at a pH of 7.4. However, the great

variability of the responses may have prevented detection

of statistically significant differences. The possibility that

these currents were induced by changes in cytosolic pH

cannot and should not be ruled out.

Effect of anion channel blockers

Application of DIDS on Na-gluconate filled cells in NaCl

bath solution reduced current at 100 mV in a dose-

dependent manner. Relative to the original level in the

absence of DIDS (100%), current at 100 mV fell to 75±7%

(at 100 µmol l−1 DIDS; n=5, p<0.05) and 54±6% (at

1 mmol l−1 DIDS; p<0.001, n=20), respectively. The

current at −120 mV and reversal potential were not affected

by DIDS at either concentration (Figs. 3 to 6).

In Na-acetate solution, the current at 100 mV was also

blocked by DIDS (1 mmol l−1), decreasing from 66±15% in

Na-acetate solution without the blocker (NaCl: 100%) to 47±

11% (n=19, p<0.01; Figs. 4d, 5b and c, 6a). Again, DIDS

had no impact on the reversal potential or inward current. In

three cells tested, DIDS (1 mmol l−1) blocked currents

generated by NO3
− from 111±13% to 62±15%. In Na-

HCO3 solution, current at 100 mV was blocked from 61±7%

to 29±12% by DIDS (1 mmol l−1; n=3). Conversely, effects

of DIDS (1 mmol l−1) were very small when the cells were

superfused with a solution in which 130 mmol l−1 of chloride

were replaced by gluconate (n=4; Fig. 6).

In NaCl solution and with Na-gluconate in the pipette,

niflumic acid (100 μmol l−1) led to a visible and reversible

block of current at 100 mV to 66±13% (n=4, p=0.07). The

inward current and reversal potential were not affected.

5-Nitro-2-(3-phenylpropyl-amino) benzoic acid (50μmol l−1)

blocked the current at 100 mV to 76±5% of the original

level (n=4; p=0.05). Furosemide (100 μmol l−1), which

has been shown to block a number of chloride channels, had

no effect (n=3). Flufenamic acid had no effect at 2×

10−5 μmol l−1 (n=5).
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Interestingly, p-chloromercuribenzoate (1 mmol l−1),

which has been used to block the transport of SCFA via

MCT1 across the ruminal epithelium [21], reduced the

current at 100 mV in NaCl solution by 15±3% (n=4, p<

0.05). In Na-acetate solution, a clearly visible reduction of

current at 100 mV by 29±3% could be observed (n=7, p=

0.01; Fig. 5c). Effects on reversal potential were not

significant.

Whole-cell experiments on cells filled

with NMDG-gluconate solution

Effect of p-chloromercuribenzoate and DIDS

on the conductance for acetate

While the reversal potentials in the previous series of

experiments clearly show that acetate is conducted by

ruminal epithelial cells, there is considerable evidence to

suggest that at least part of the current at 100 mV in Na-

acetate solution reflects efflux of Na+ and not influx of

acetate. For this reason, it cannot be ruled out that the

blocking effects of DIDS and p-chloromercuribenzoate on

the membrane currents at positive voltages reflect a

decrease in the efflux of sodium from the cells. To allow

a differentiation of the effects of the blockers on sodium

and acetate currents, the cells were filled with an NMDG-

gluconate solution and superfused with Na-acetate solution.

In this situation, current at negative voltages should reflect

influx of sodium into the cells, while current at positive

voltages reflects influx of acetate into the cells.

In NaCl solution, currents of cells filled with NMDG-

gluconate solution were outwardly rectifying, with current

at −120 mV only −34±3% of the current at 100 mV.

Reversal potential was −16±2 mV (n=13). Replacement of

chloride by gluconate resulted in a strong depolarization to

15±3 mV (n=8, p<0.001 versus NaCl solution, Holm–

Sidak; Fig. 7). Current at 100 mV was only 28±3% of that

in NaCl solution (p<0.001), while inward current at

−120 mV remained stable (−32±6% of the initial outward

current in NaCl solution.) Exposure to Na-acetate induced a

significant drop in reversal potential (to −2.4±3 mV, p<

0.001, n=8) and an increase of current at 100 mV to 49±

4% (p=0.003), while inward current remained remarkably

stable (−29±4%). Application of p-chloromercuribenzoate

(1 mmol l−1) blocked the current at 100 mV to 30±4% (n=

8, p=0.01), with a significant shift in reversal potential to a

mean value of 3.6±3 mV. This corresponds to a mean

depolarization of 6.6±2 mV (p=0.01 versus Na-acetate

without the blocker). Current at −120 mV remained stable

(−28±8%). Following re-exposure to Na-acetate solution,
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immediate washout could be observed (reversal potential:

−0.7±2 mV, current at 100 mV: 42±5%, n=7). When cells

were returned to NaCl solution, outward current rose to

68±13% (n=6), a level significantly higher than that in Na-

acetate solution (p<0.001). These experiments clearly show

that p-chloromercuribenzoate blocks the anion conductance

of ruminal epithelial cells in a manner that is at least

partially reversible. Interaction with the Na-conductance

does not occur.

A subsequent exposure of the cells to DIDS (1 mmol l−1)

resulted in an immediate decrease in current at 100 mV to

30±12% (n=4; Fig. 7b). Reversal potential rose dramati-

cally, reaching a mean peak at 16±3 mV. After this, in all

four cells treated, reversal potential dropped to zero, and

inward and outward currents increased in a non-selective

and irreversible manner. The seal was judged to be

ruptured.

Single-channel experiments in the outside out configuration

Na-gluconate pipette solution

After measurements in the whole-cell configuration, the

outside out configuration could be established in a small

number of cells. A small number of these patches (less than

10%) showed channel activity. In four of these patches, large

channels could be seen (Fig. 8b). When the chloride

concentration was reduced by replacing 130 mmol l−1 with

gluconate, unitary conductance was greatly reduced (Fig. 8c).

As described in the “Materials and methods” section, unitary

currents could be fitted with the Goldman–Hodgkin–Katz

equation for two anions to determine the permeability

constants with Na-gluconate solution in the pipette and NaCl

outside, yielding conductance values of 336±7 pS for

chloride and 27±14 pS for gluconate (normalized to

130 mmol l−1 symmetrical solutions of chloride and

gluconate, respectively; cf. “Materials and methods”;

Fig. 12). In one patch, DIDS (100 μmol l−1) was applied,

resulting in a reduction of channel activity (Fig. 8d).

Single-channel experiments in the inside out configuration

Symmetrical chloride on both sides of the pipette

In subsequent experiments, inside out patches were studied in

symmetrical 140 mmol l−1 NaCl solution. In six patches (out

of 58 that showed some form of channel activity and that

were recorded), extremely large channel events could be
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observed with a conductance of 387±13 pS (140 mmol l−1;

Fig. 9a) or 359±12 pS when normalized to 130 mmol l−1

symmetrical chloride solution (see “Materials and methods”).

Similar values were obtained when 130 mmol l−1 NaCl was

replaced by NMDG-Cl on both sides (Figs. 10 and 11a; 332±

7 pS, n=3, p=0.2 versus NaCl). No channel activity could be

seen at 0-mV pipette potential in either configuration.

In summary, the conductance of the channel in 130mmol l−1

symmetrical chloride solutions (NaCl or NMDG-Cl) was 350±

9 pS (n=9).

Asymmetrical conditions

After replacement of 130 mmol l−1 NMDG-Cl by NMDG-

gluconate in the bath (with NMDG-Cl in the pipette),

channel events became visible at 0-mV pipette potential

(Fig. 10). The unitary currents increased with a negative but

not with positive pipette potential. The currents were

plotted against the voltage and fitted with the Goldman–

Hodgkin–Katz equation as outlined in the “Materials and

methods” section, yielding a chloride conductance of 375±

30 pS (n=4) and a conductance for gluconate of 57±18 pS

(n=4; Fig. 12). Relative to chloride, the conductance for

gluconate was p(Gl−)/p(Cl−)=0.16±0.01.

After replacement of bath chloride with acetate, channel

events could be seen at highly positive levels of pipette

potential, suggesting a conductance of the channel for

acetate.

NMDG-acetate pipette solution

In another series of experiments, the conductance for

acetate was investigated in a symmetrical 130 mmol l−1

NMDG-acetate solution, yielding 142±7 pS (n=7;

Figs. 11b, 12), which is significantly higher than the

conductance for gluconate but significantly lower than that

for chloride (p<0.001 for both comparisons). The relative

conductance p(acetate−)/p(Cl−)=0.41±0.01 was compara-

ble with that seen in the whole-cell experiments.

When bath solution was switched to NMDG-Cl solution

(with NMDG-acetate in the pipette), the fit yielded a

normalized conductance of 226±9 pS for chloride (n=3).

This value was lower than that seen in symmetrical chloride

solution (350±9 pS; p<0.001). The conductance of the

channel for acetate also appeared to be lowered by the

asymmetrical conditions (126±3 pS). These results suggest

a certain negative interaction between acetate and chloride

but certainly no block.
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NaHCO3 pipette solution

When the pipette was filled with NaHCO3 solution and

superfused with Na-gluconate, channel activity could be

observed in two patches. A fit for both anions yielded a

conductance for HCO3
− of 120±8 pS and for gluconate of

62±8 pS (Fig. 9b).

Voltage dependence of open probability

The single-channel measurements showed that chloride

channels in ruminal epithelial cells clearly existed in clusters

and tended to open in bursts. Patches were sometimes silent

for no apparent reason before channels began to open, usually

many at a time. Since the random bursts made it practically

impossible to estimate the true number of channels in a patch,

channel activity was calculated from the product NPo, in

which N is the number of channels and Po is single-channel

open probability. The time integral of current divided by the

product of mean single-channel current and the time of

recording is equal to NPo [35]. Because of the overall

variability of NPo, no significant differences emerged

between patches in different solutions at a given potential

level. In an attempt to maximize observation time and thus to

eliminate the distorting influence of channel bursts, voltage

was disregarded, and a mean value (mNPo) was calculated

from all the NPo values of all sweeps (from −60 to +50 mV)

performed on a particular patch in a given configuration of

internal and external pipette solution. For a given patch, this

mean value (mNPo) tended to remain relatively stable over

time and appeared to reflect the number of channels in a

given patch. However, no clearly significant effects of

solution on channel open probability could be demonstrated.

If, in a given patch, NPo reflects the number of open

channels at a particular voltage and if mNPo (the mean

value of NPo over the entire voltage range) is proportional

to the number of channels in the patch, then the relationship

NPo/mNPo should be proportional to the open probability

of the channel at a given voltage. Figure 12b shows the

change of NPO (expressed as a percent of the mNPo value

for each patch) with the applied voltage E (external side

negative). NPo/mNPo was clearly voltage dependent.

To fit these data, we have developed a simple variation

of a classical gating model [36] (see “Materials and
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Fig. 12 Data from single-chan-

nel experiments. a The means±

SEM of unitary currents were

plotted against the pipette po-

tential and fitted to the Gold-

man–Hodgkin–Katz equation

for three anions (chloride, glu-

conate, and acetate). All poten-

tials were corrected for liquid

junction potential. b Voltage

dependence of open probability.

Changes in the NPo at each

potential are given in percent of

the mean mNPo of each patch

for the entire voltage range (see

text). The data were fitted by

using a modification of classical

gating theory (see text)
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methods” section, Eq. 4). This model assumes that a

charged particle lies within the channel pore and obstructs

it at highly positive or highly negative voltages, thus

leading to the bell-shaped voltage dependence of open

probability.

Since the number of channels in the patch is unknown, a

voltage-independent scaling factor λ (reflecting the number

of channels in the patch) was introduced so that Eq. 4 of the

“Materials and methods” section becomes:

NPo %ð Þ Eð Þ¼λ � Po= P1c þ Po þ P2cð Þ¼λ � 1= exp � w� α � n � E � qe= kb � Tð Þð Þð Þþ1þ exp � vþ β � n � E � qe= kb � Tð Þð Þð Þ½ �

ð5Þ

SigmaPlot software was used to fit the data to this

function for the scaling factor λ, for the fractional

dislocations of the gating charge α and β, for the voltage-

independent energies w and v and, for the gating charge n

(see “Materials and methods”). Figure 12b shows the

resulting curves. Values for the gating charge n were

remarkably consistent, yielding a gating charge n of 2.4

(from the fit of all measurements), with the fit for

symmetrical chloride solutions yielding a somewhat lower

value (2.2) than that for the symmetrical acetate solution

(2.8).

Values for λ were 1,263 (all measurements), 1,063

(symmetrical chloride), and 508 (acetate), suggesting that

the number of channels per patch happened to be lowest on

the days on which the acetate pipette solution was used.

Use of λ and the measured NPo’s at −60 mV allows a rough

estimate to be calculated for the average number of

channels in the patches used for the fit, namely 16±3

channels. The data for the fractional dislocations of the

gating charge in the pore showed no dependence on

solution and were α: 0.80, 0.81, and 0.82; β: 0.17, 0.15

and 0.13 (all measurements, symmetrical chloride and

symmetrical acetate, respectively). The voltage-independent

energies were w: −0.16, 0.25, and 1.10 and v: −1.94, −1.73,

and −0.26. The high fluctuation in the values for w and v

may reflect the finding that voltage-independent energies

were dwarfed by the voltage-dependent energies in the high

voltage ranges where the signal/noise ratio tended to be

most reliable.

Discussion

The data presented in this study clearly show that cultured

cells of the ruminal epithelium express large-conductance

anion channels with the ability to transport not only

chloride but also HCO3
− and acetate. Chloride conductan-

ces dominate the whole-cell currents of 90% of the cells

investigated. Since the conductance of the channel is so

large, channel density should be low. Accordingly, the vast

majority (>90%) of excised patches show no chloride

channels. Interestingly, those patches with channel activity

tend to show clusters of channels.

The relative conductances for the various anions were

remarkably similar in the whole-cell and single-channel

modes. In single-channel experiments, conductance was

significantly lower in asymmetrical situations with acetate

on one side and chloride on the other side, suggesting some

negative interaction. Even in the presence of two different

ions, the overall conductance of the channel remained high,

and there was no sign of total block.

The channel was highly sensitive to DIDS (1 mmol l−1)

and less sensitive to niflumic acid (100 μmol l−1), 5-nitro-2-

(3-phenylpropyl-amino) benzoic acid (50 μmol l−1), and p-

chloromercuribenzoate (1 mmol l−1). The channel was

insensitive to nitrate (10 mmol l−1), to furosemide

(100 μmol l−1), and to flufenamic acid (2×10−5 μmol l−1).

DIDS rapidly and reliably reduced the current at positive

potentials not only in NaCl containing solutions but also in

solutions with NaNO3, NaHCO3, or Na-acetate, reflecting a

reduction of the flux of anions into the cell. Interestingly,

DIDS did not affect reversal potential when cells were filled

with Na-gluconate solution. We initially expected a drop in

the relative conductance for anions to increase the relative

conductance for sodium, resulting in a depolarization of the

cells following a block of the anion conductance. However,

the sodium conductance of ruminal epithelial cells is rather

low in the presence of Mg2+ [34, 37] and may have a minor

influence on membrane potential. When the contribution of

sodium to total membrane potential was increased by filling

the cells with an NMDG-gluconate solution and super-

fusing them with a Na-acetate solution, DIDS had a

significant depolarizing effect on the reversal potential.

Since the reversal potential is higher under these conditions,

the anion channel may also have shown greater respon-

siveness to DIDS, which is known for the voltage

dependence of its blocking properties [38]. Likewise,

p-mercuribenzoate had clear effects on membrane potential

that demonstrate that it blocks a conductance for acetate,

with no impact on sodium current.

In addition to the finding that ruminal epithelial cells

express anion channels, we provide evidence that exposure
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to acetate enhances both cationic and anionic conductances

of some but not all cells treated (Fig. 5). In cells where it

occurs, this rise in conductance increases with the time of

exposure to acetate. This induction of current may well

reflect a minor swelling of the cells below the level of

detection. However, and despite buffering of the pipette

solution, it appears equally possible that the currents were

induced by changes in cytosolic pH. Like other cells [39],

cultured ruminal epithelial cells transiently become acidic

when exposed to acetate [40].

In this context, it should be mentioned that the influx of

acetate through an anion channel is limited by the membrane

potential [22]. For this reason, when (unclamped) cells are

surrounded by a medium containing acetate, the influx of

the undissociated acid will usually predominate. Modula-

tion of the membrane potential by induction of Na+ and K+

conductances should have great impact on the influx of

acetate through the channel and may play a role in cell

homeostasis.

The general capability of anion channels to transport

relatively large anions is well documented and even

includes ATP [41] and negatively charged amino acids

such as taurine [42] and glutamate [43]. Likewise, the direct

[44–46] or indirect [47] stimulatory effect of SCFAs on

cationic or anionic conductances has been the object of a

number of studies.

In contrast, few studies have systematically studied the

permeability of anion channels for the anions of SCFA. The

cystic fibrosis transmembrane conductance regulator

(CFTR) has been shown to have a measurable conductance

for acetate and propionate in Chinese hamster ovary cells

[48], and Ca2+-activated Cl− channels of the Xenopus

oocyte conduct acetate [49]. However, both CFTR and the

channels of the CLC group typically show conductances

that are an order of magnitude below those observed in this

study. Channels from the group of volume-regulated anion

channels (VRAC) are known for their ability to conduct

organic osmolytes and thus appear promising candidates,

but again, the conductances of VRAC (typically 50–90 pS)

[41, 50] are much lower than those of the ruminal channel

investigated in this study. A number of high-conductance

chloride channels with conductances of 250–430 pS have

been measured in native tissues [51–54], and large-

conductance anion channels (195 pS in symmetrical

160 mmol l−1 NaCl) have been demonstrated to conduct

acetate and butyrate in the gastrointestinal nematode

Ascaris suum [55]. However, the molecular identity of

these channels is not clear.

Chloride channels from astrocytes and from neuroblas-

toma cells show large conductances, DIDS sensitivity, and

a bell-shaped voltage dependence of open probability [56,

57]. These channels have been suggested to be identical to

the voltage-dependent anion channel of the outer mito-

chondrial membrane (VDAC) [58]. At voltages greater than

30 mV or smaller than −30 mV, a positively charged

particle within the selectivity filter of the VDAC channel is

dislocated so that the pore becomes impermeable to anions

[59]; instead, the channel becomes cation selective. When

fitted with a two-state model for positive and negative

potentials separately, the gating charge of the VDAC

voltage sensor is found to be around 4 [36, 60]. Conversely,

the ruminal anion channel continues to show activity at

voltages exceeding ±60 mV, reflecting a much lower gating

charge (of below 1 if conventional gating models are

applied). In addition, the ruminal anion channel is highly

selective for anions over cations. Thus, any relationship to

the VDAC of the mitochondrial membrane is likely to be

remote.
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Na+

Na+
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Cell
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Fig. 13 Simplified model of ruminal acetate transport. Apically, uptake

of acetate is mediated by lipid diffusion from the slightly acidic mucosal

side of the ruminal fluid and by an anion exchanger. A large-conductance

anion channel is proposed as a major basolateral efflux route. The

potential difference generated by the Na–K–ATPase and K+ efflux across

the basolateral membrane serves as a driving force, thus minimizing the

accumulation of acetate within the cell. The direction of chloride and

bicarbonate movements through the channel can be expected to vary with

the electrochemical gradient, depending on ruminal concentrations and

cellular metabolism. Organic anions that do not permeate through the

pore of this channel can leave via MCT1
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For the reasons outlined above, the molecular identity of

the channel will be difficult to determine and, thus, the

localization of the channel in the tissue by immunohisto-

chemical methods will be problematic. The origin of the

cells does not provide useful clues, either. While cultured

ruminal epithelial cells are derived from the replicating cells

of the stratum basale, they typically differentiate to express

both apical and basolateral transport proteins of the ruminal

epithelium [26, 29, 34, 61]. Nevertheless, our present

knowledge from studies on intact tissue makes it possible

to postulate a role for this channel in the basolateral efflux

of anions.

Current models consider the ruminal epithelium as a

multi-layered functional syncytium with the stratum gran-

ulosum as the cell layer separating the apical from the

basolateral side [62]. A basolateral electrogenic pathway for

anions is clearly necessary to balance the fluxes of sodium

and chloride with the short circuit current in Ussing

chamber studies of the ruminal epithelium [26]. According

to the current model of ruminal transport, apical uptake of

Na+ primarily occurs in an electroneutral manner via the

sodium-proton-exchanger (NHE), coupled to electroneutral

uptake of Cl− via an anion exchanger in exchange for

HCO3
−. Basolateral efflux of Na+, conversely, occurs via

the Na+–K+
–ATPase and is electrogenic. This model of

transport is not workable unless either apical (electrogenic)

secretion of cations or the basolateral (electrogenic) efflux

of anions occurs. Since apical potassium secretion of the

rumen is marginal under the low potassium conditions of in

vitro studies [63], basolateral efflux of chloride (or other

anions) via an electrogenic pathway appears mandatory and

is supported by data from the intact epithelium [26, 27].

Careful analysis of flux data reveals an “anion gap”

between the fluxes of sodium and chloride on the one hand

and the short circuit current on the other. This anion gap

persists in the absence of HCO3
−, is particularly noticeable

at low mucosal pH, and might be satisfactorily explained by

the assumption of an efflux of SCFA as anions across the

basolateral side [26]. This observation has provided the

stimulus for the current investigation.

The presently accepted model of ruminal transport of

SCFA is transcellular and involves both electroneutral

apical permeation of the undissociated form of the SCFA

via lipid diffusion [64, 65] and the uptake of the dissociated

anion via a DIDS-sensitive anion exchanger [18, 20, 28, 65,

66]. Conversely, paracellular transport appears to be

marginal since an applied electrical potential shows no

effect on the fluxes of SCFA across the ruminal epithelium

[17, 28].

Basolateral efflux of monocarboxylic acids is thought to

occur via the MCT1 located in the basolateral membrane

[21, 24, 25]. A recent study [21] has demonstrated an

inhibitory effect of a basolateral application of p-chloro-

mercuribenzoate on acetate transport across the caprine

rumen in vivo and in vitro. Whereas this effect may be

attributable, at least in part, to a block of the MCT1, our

data suggest that at the concentrations used [21], p-

chloromercuribenzoate also blocks the large-conductance

anion channel of ruminal epithelial cells. The interaction of

mercurial derivatives with anion channels is well docu-

mented [67, 68].

From a theoretical point of view, the expression of

acetate-permeable channels in the basolateral membrane of

the rumen should be highly advantageous to the animal

since the considerable electrical gradient of some −70 mV

(blood-side positive) serves as a driving force for the efflux

of acetate from the cells across the basolateral membrane

(Fig. 13). Transport rates through channels are typically

several orders of magnitude higher than those of trans-

porters [33], and, thus, a relatively small number of

channels should be able to mediate a large amount of

efflux. The accumulation of acetate within the cells should

endanger their survival not only through the disruption of

cellular volume regulation but also by shifting cytosolic

buffering toward the pK value of acetic acid (≈4.76). Under

the extreme conditions found in the rumen, where acetate

concentration can easily exceed 70 mmol l−1 and the total

concentration of SCFA typically reaches values of over

100 mmol l−1 [4], a basolateral, acetate-conducting channel

would therefore greatly enhance the total transporting

capacity of the tissue.

In summary, we provide evidence that cells of the

ruminal epithelium in culture express an anion channel with

a large conductance for chloride, nitrate, HCO3
−, and

acetate. We suggest that, physiologically, this channel plays

a role in the basolateral permeation of anions across the

ruminal epithelium.
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Appendix

In the following, it will be shown that if transport of SCFA

across the apical and the basolateral membrane is assumed

to occur via passive diffusion only, equilibrium calculations

predict an accumulation of SCFA within the cells not only

of tissues bathed on all sides by a SCFA-containing

solution [22] but also within a transporting epithelium in

a gradient of SCFA.

We will assume that on the mucosal side, the total

concentration of the SCFA (dissociated and undissociated:

SCFA½ � tot
m ) remains constant throughout, whereas basolat-
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erally, the concentration remains zero (e.g., removal by the

portal circulation). Mucosal uptake of the protonated,

undissociated SCFA (J(HSFA)m) into the cell will depend

on the concentration gradient between the undissociated

SCFA on the mucosal side ([HSCFA]m) and the cytosol

([HSCFA]cyt) multiplied by a diffusion constant C1:

J(HSCFA)m=C1 ([HSCFA]m−[HSCFA]cyt). By analogy,

efflux from the basolateral side will be J(HSCFA)s=C2

([HSCFA]cyt), where C2 is the constant describing the efflux

of undissociated SCFA across the basolateral membrane. The

cytosolic concentration ([HSCFA]cyt) will rise until steady-

state conditions are reached and apical influx equals baso-

lateral efflux:

J HSCFAð Þm¼C1 � HSCFA½ �m� HSCFA½ �cyt

� �

¼J HSCFAð ÞS¼C2 � HSCFA½ �cyt

� �

leading to:

HSCFA½ �cyt¼C1 C1þC2ð Þ � HSCFA½ �m:
�

The concentration of the undissociated SCFA [HSCFA]m
can be calculated from the total mucosal concentration

( SCFA½ � tot
m ), the mucosal pH (pH(m)), and the dissociation

constant (pK) by using the Henderson–Hasselbalch equation:

HSCFA½ �m¼ SCFA½ � tot
m 10pH mð Þ�pKþ1

� �

:
.

Once in the cell and depending on the pH of the cytosol

(pH(cyt)), a certain fraction of the undissociated SCFA will

dissociate and accumulate until an equilibrium state between

dissociation and formation is reached, leading to a total

concentration of SCFA within the cytosol of:

SCFA½ � tot
cyt ¼ HSCFA½ �cyt � 10pHðcytÞ�pKþ1

� �

¼C1= C1þC2ð Þ � HSCFA½ �m � 10pHðcytÞ�pKþ1
� �

¼C1= C1þC2ð Þ � SCFA½ � tot
m � 10pHðcytÞ�pKþ1

� �

�

10pHðmÞ�pKþ1
� �

:

For acetic acid (pK=4.76) and by using pH(cyt)≈7.4

[24] and a typical ruminal pH(m)≈6.4, we get:

SCFA½ �totcyt¼9:8 � C1 C1þC2ð Þ � SCFA½ � tot
m :

�

If we make the straightforward assumption that the

apical membrane is as permeable to acetate as the baso-

lateral membrane (C1=C2), the accumulation of acetate will

reach a catastrophic dimension of 300 mmol l−1 at a

ruminal concentration of 60 mmol l−1. Even if we were to

assume that for some reason basolateral permeability C2 of

the epithelium for acetate were nine times higher than that

of the apical membrane (C1), acetate should accumulate

within the ruminal epithelium to the level found within the

rumen (≈60 mmol l−1), application of a multilayer model

creates even greater problems for the apical layer of cells,

as does the influx of acetate anions via electroneutral

exchange. In the model presented in this paper, the

electrical gradient serves as a driving force for the efflux

of acetate through a large-conductance channel in the

basolateral membrane and can thus mediate efflux of SCFA

at low cytosolic concentrations. This transport model is thus

more able to meet the requirements of cell homeostasis than

models assuming an efflux driven by concentration gra-

dients only.
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